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In sharp contrast to the three-dimensional perovskite manganite, evidence of charge-ordered structures with
bi-stripe models has been found on the bilayered manganite La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7 based onin-situ electron
microscopic studies. At the electronic doping level ofx=0.6, a new face-centered charge-ordered superstruc-
ture was observed. This structure is composed of bi-stripes of Mn3+O6 and paired Mn4+O6 rows alternatively
stacking along the ordering direction, which is assembled from the building blocks of the charge-ordered phase
at x=0.5. Taking into account the systematic absence of reflections with the face-centered symmetry, its
modulation vector was deduced asq=s1/10,1/10,0d. Moreover, for another charge-ordered phase identified at
x=0.67 with q=s1/6,1/6,0d, again only the bi-stripe model fits the existing data over the Wigner-crystal
model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The colossal magnetoresistivesCMRd phenomena in
mixed-valent manganite perovskite materials stem from the
interplay among the charge, spin and lattice degrees.1 To
understand the physical properties of these materials, identi-
fication of the charge-orderedsCOd structure is crucial. At
the half electronic hole doping levelx=0.5 with the equal
amount of Mn3+ and Mn4+, as predicted by Goodenough a
half century ago,1 the CO structure is formed by the alterna-
tive distribution of the Mn3+ 3d3z2−r2 orbitals on the Mn sites,
which results superlattice reflections predominantly from the
cooperative Jahn-Teller distortions.2 However, when the dop-
ing level deviates away from the half doping level, signifi-
cant controversies have arisen regarding the CO structures.
Early work by Mori et al.3–5 proposed a CO structure of the
three-dimensionals3Dd perovskite La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 that has
double Mn3+O6 octahedron stripes among the Mn4+O6 octa-
hedron rows, the so-called bi-stripe model in the literature. In
controversy, Fernández-Díazet al.6 and Radaelliet al.7

pointed out that when single Mn3+O6 rows are separated as
far apart as possible, the so-called Wigner-crystal model as
the Coulomb repulsion energy can be minimized within this
plane,8,9 better fits to their x-ray and neutron diffraction data
were obtained. Electron microscopic studies also supported
the Wigner-crystal model over the bi-stripe model for this 3D
perovskite.10 In this work on the study of naturally layered
CMR compounds La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7, discriminating of the
different CO structures is made usingin-situ electron micros-
copy combined with quantitative simulations of electron dif-
fraction sEDd patterns and high-resolution electron micros-
copy sHREMd images based on the dynamic-diffraction
theory. Our results show that for both two charge-ordered
phases, identified atx=0.6 andx=0.67, respectively, in sharp
contrast to the 3D perovskite that the Wigner-crystal model
was suggested,6,7,9,10only the bi-stripe models fit the experi-
mental data surprisingly.

In the naturally layered compounds La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7,
since the double MnO2 sheets are separated by rock-salt-type
blocking layerssLa,Srd2O2 fsee Fig. 1sad for x=0.5g, these
manganites provide opportunities to study not only the
charge and spin interplay in reduced 2-dimensions, but also
explore new phenomena that are not found in the 3D perov-
skite manganites. Therefore, they have attracted considerable
attention in recent years.11–24 In the range of 0.32,x
,0.40, a ferromagnetic metallicsFMd state was found,

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad The charge-ordered structural model
of La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7 at x=0.5, which is composed of A and B two
kind layers. The Mn3+O6 and Mn4+O6 octahedra are shown in dif-
ferent colors. Its space group isBbmm; sbd a f001g projection de-
scription of this structuressee the text for detailsd with solid and
broken frames define the layers A and B unit cell positions, respec-
tively; scd the simulated ED pattern along thef001g zone axis
sthicknesst=4 nmd.
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which gives rise to a sharp CMR transition.12 A variety of
antiferromagneticsAFd and spin canted magnetic structures
has been identified from 0.3,x,1.0.18,22Whenx,0.45, no
long-range CO structure was observed, while a long-range
CO structure was observed atx=0.5.14,15,17 Recently the
charge ordering phenomena were also recorded at higher
doping levels in the range ofx=0.5–0.7,19,20,22,24while the
CO structures remain unexplored. No long-range charge or-
dering was observed whenx.0.7.20 In this work, we study
the CO structure of the bilayered manganite, for the first
time, whenx deviates away fromx=0.5 in order to have a
better understanding of the charge ordering behavior of these
materials.

The CO structure atx=0.5 determined by Argyriouet
al.17 is shown in Fig. 1sad. It is an orthorhombic structure,
with a space group ofBbmmsNo. 63d and lattice parameters
of a=0.5443,b=1.0194, andc=1.9816 nm. Two kinds of
layers, labeled as layers A and B, respectively, in Fig. 1sad,
can be identified from this structure. Each of them contains
double MnO6 sheets. This structure can be more simply de-
scribed by thef001g layer projection as shown in Fig. 1sbd,
where only Mn sites are shown while La3+/Sr2+ and O2− sites
are not depicted. Solid circle symbols denote the Mn4+ site,
and the dumbbell symbols Mn3+ sthe Mn3+ background is
shadowedd. The solid rectangle defines the atomic positions
of the layer A, and the broken rectangles, layer B. Since the
parent phase is a body-centered tetragonal structure with
space group ofI4/mmm13 sa unit cell of the parent phase
with basis vectorsat and bt is outlined at the lower-right
corner; the subscript t denotes the tetragonal parent phased,
the Mn sites of the layer B locate at the center of the Mn
square network of the layer A, i.e. and the layer B is shifted
by s1/2da with respect to the layer A. Note that the layer B is
in fact s1/2dc away from the layer A, while for convenience
they are drawn together on the same plane. Arrows indicate
the small displacement of Mn4+ from the parent phasesthe
neighboring La3+/Sr2+ and O2− also have the same direction
displacements but are not shown hered. As decorated with the
gray disks, it is a sideB-centered lattice. Besides, this struc-
ture has the symmetry elements of axial glidebf100g, mirror
mf010g and mirrormf001g. From this structure atx=0.5, we
will construct CO structures at higher doping levels with
larger unit cells. These structures have different orderings in
the a-b plane, while they remain the same A and B layered
structure. Figure 1scd is a simulated electron diffractionsEDd
pattern along thef001g zone axis, which exhibits superlattice
reflections at 1/4 positions of the fundamental ones, consis-
tent with the experimental observations.14,15 Simulated ED
patterns with superlattice reflections at 1/5 and 1/6 posi-
tions, atx=0.6 andx=0.67, respectively, will also be present
according to our structural models given in this paper, and it
will be shown that the superstructure atx=0.6 is indeed a
novel face-centered one.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND METHODS

Single-phased samples were synthesized through chemi-
cal reactions and followed by annealing, for details see the
previous report.22 Thin-foil transmission electron microscopy

sTEMd specimens were prepared from polycrystalline bulk
samples by mechanical thinning and finally ion milling with
liquid N2 cooling to minimize the ion beam damage. The
in-situ TEM work was carried out using a Hitachi H-9000
equipped with a liquid-helium cold stage working at 300 kV.
Modeling and simulations were performed using a MS Mod-
eling and Cerius2 programs from Accelrys Inc., and a slightly
modified MacTempas program. The following parameters are
used for the simulation: voltageE=300 kV, spherical aber-
ration coefficientCs=2.8 mm, half-width of the Gaussian
spread of focus due to chromatic aberrationD=20 nm, and
semiangle of beam convergenceq=1.0 mrad. Specific foil
thicknesst and defocus valueDf are given for each particu-
lar simulation.

In order to model the CO structure of La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7,
it is necessary to consider the compositional dependence
first. Since La, Sr and O have the valence of13, 12 and22,
respectively, the average valence of Mn is thus 3+x to bal-
ance the charges. Suppose there arem rows of Mn3+ and n
rows of Mn4+ in a unit cell, the fractions of Mn3+ and Mn4+

are thusm/ sm+nd and n/ sm+nd, respectively, thus we ob-
tain

3 3
m

m+ n
+ 4 3

n

m+ n
= 3 +x;

hence

x =
n

m+ n
.

Sincem and n should be two integrals andm should be
even since Mn3+ should be paired, one can find out the de-
pendence ofx with m andn from the above equation. Table
I lists some of the results fromx=0.5 up to 0.8. As will be
demonstrated whenn is odd as forx=0.6, the unit cell should
be doubled; so bothm andn should be doubled, as shown in
the brackets of the table. The expected superlattice reflection

TABLE I. Parameters for modeling possible charge-ordered
structures of La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7.x=n/ sm+nd.

Doping
level, x

Number
of Mn3+/ Mn4+,

m/n

Superlattice
reflection
position,

1/ r

Modulation
vectora,

q

0.5 2/2 1/4b s1/4 , 1/4 ,0d
0.6 2/3cs4/6d 1/5b s1/10 , 1/10 ,0d
0.67 2/4 1/6b s1/6 , 1/6 ,0d
0.71 2/5cs4/10d 1/7 s1/14 , 1/14 ,0d
0.75 2/6 1/8b s1/8 , 1/8 ,0d
0.78 2/7cs4/14d 1/9 s1/18 , 1/18 ,0d
0.8 2/8 1/10 s1/10 , 1/10 ,0d
aThe discussion ofq is given in this paper.
bThese 1/r positions have been confirmed experimentallysRefs. 19,
20, 22, and 24d.
cWhenn is odd, the cell should be doubledsdoubledm andn are
given in the bracketsd.
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position 1/r is also given, wherer is the planar spacing ratio
of the superlattice reflection to the fundamental one, e.g. in
Fig. 1scd, r =4. Those marked with ** in the table have been
experimentally observed. It is clear that 1/r is related to the
total Mn numberm+n, so 1/r ,x has a linear relationship. If
one chooses higher integral numbers other than those listed
in the table, larger unit cells, with shorter 1/r superlattice
positions, will be obtained. The possible modulation vectorq
for eachx is also listed in the table, which will be discussed
in the following text.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 2 showsin-situ ED patterns from a crystal withx
=0.6 at different temperatures. At the room temperaturesad,
the reflections are consistent with the space group of
I4/mmmof the tetragonal parent phase. However, extra su-
perlattice reflections appear at the lower temperatures as a
result of the charge ordering, as shown in Fig. 2sbd taken at
125 K. It is seen that the extra reflections appear at the 1/5
positions of the fundamental ones, while atx=0.5 at the 1/4
positions.14,15 Figures 2scd and 2sdd are thef101g and f201g
zone axis diffraction patterns obtained by tilting from the
f001g along thes110dt

* reciprocal vector for about 13.9° and
30.1°, respectivelysthe calculated angle betweenf001g and
f101g is 15.4°, and betweenf001g andf201g is 28.8°d, where
the 1/5 position superlattice reflections are still visible. At
the even lower temperature 23 K, the superlattice reflections
disappearfFig. 2sedg. Note that the CO structure was found
stableat this low temperature in a bulk sample as reported
very recently,24 which implies that the disappearance of the
superlattice reflections from the ED patterns is probably due
to the TEM sample thin-film effect, where less strain is
present to hinder the transition from the CO to a charge
disordered A-type antiferromagnetic phase.18,22 However, a
comparison of the superlattice reflection intensities and
transport measurements as a function of temperature indi-
cates that the charge ordering is responsible for the pro-
nounced change in electrical resistance. This fact is consis-

tent with bulk sample measurements by the neutron
diffraction.24

It is known that atx=0.5, there are equal amounts of
Mn3+ and Mn4+ sm/n=1d.17 However, in the present case,
x=0.6, the ratio ofm/n is 2/3 sTable Id. Therefore, to con-
sider the CO structure, two rows of Mn3+O6 and three rows
of Mn4+O6 are used to construct the structural unit. No mat-
ter how these rows are assembled, the configuration is al-
ways unique, i.e., the two Mn3+O6 rows are separated by one
and two rows of Mn4+O6 alternatively, as shown in Fig. 3sad.
No other possible assemblies can be obtained. This is a typi-
cal bi-stripe model due to the presence of bi-stripes of
Mn3+O6, as highlighted with a shadow background under
Mn3+ to guide the eye, rather than the Wigner-crystal model
in which only uni-stripes of Mn3+O6 are present.6–10A planar
unit cell of the layer Affirst double MnO6 layer, refer to Fig.
1sadg with five rows is outlined by a parallelogram at the
lower left side of Fig. 3sad. However, since the upper edge is
shifted by exactly half edge lengtha with respect to the
lower edge, a doubled cell should be chosen as the Bravais
lattice to exhibit this baseC-centering symmetry, as outlined
by a bold rectangle at the right side of the parallelogram. The
decorating gray disks highlight theC-centering symmetry.
However, for the layer B, there are five possible positions, as

FIG. 2. In-situ ED patterns from a La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7 sx=0.6d
crystal at a temperature ofsad 298 K f001g; sbd 125 K f001g; scd 125
K f101g; sdd 125 K f201g; and sed 49 K f001g.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined CO structure forx=0.6 The solid rect-
angle defines the atomic positions of layer A, and the five broken
rectangles, as marked with I-V, possible positions of layer B. The
structure with the planar cell I as layer Bsmodel Id has the face-
centered symmetrysthe space group isF2mmd, while models II-V
only C-centering symmetry. Simulated ED patterns from models I
and II alongf001g, f101g and f201g are shown insbd and scd, re-
spectivelysall at thicknesst=4 nmd.
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shown by broken rectangles marked from I to V, respectively
sthe structural models with these planar cells as the layer B
are thus accordingly named as models I to V, respectivelyd.
The planar cell I is obtained by shifting the planar cell of the
layer A along thef110gt direction, while planar cells II-V
along thef110gt, direction but for different magnitudes. It is
seen that the planar cell I has both the sideA- and
B-centering symmetries. Therefore, in total, the model I has
a faceF-centering symmetry. The possible space group given
by the modeling programs isF2mmsNo. 42d, with symmetry
elements of 2-fold rotation2f100g, mirror mf010g and mirror
mf001g that are evident in the drawing. In fact, the structural
unit of the x=0.5 CO structure can be recognized, as indi-
cated at the left side of Fig. 3sad. Thus this structure is indeed
assembled from the building blocks of thex=0.5 phase along
the modulation direction, with Mn4+O6 rows connecting to-
gether by but shifted by 1/2a. For the simulation, we adopt
the same displacements of Mn4+, La3+/Sr2+ and O2− from the
parent phase at the corresponding positions of thex=0.5
phase.17 The other planar cells II-V do not have any side
centering, so the models II-V only have theC-centering.
Simulated ED patterns from the models I and II are shown in
Figs. 3sbd and 3scd, respectively, both along thef001g, f101g
and f201g zone axes. Because the model I has the
F-centering, theshkld appear only whenh, k and l are all
even or all odd. Both the geometry and intensities of the
superlattice reflections in the simulated ED patterns are con-
sistent with the experimental patterns in Fig. 2sin the experi-
mental patterns, double reflections are possibled. Simulations
of other ED patterns obtained by tilting also support this
structural model. Since the lattice parameterb of the super-
cell is indeed ten times longer than thed110 spacing of the
parent phase, the modulation vector is thus deduced asq
=s1/10,1/10,0d, although the superlattice reflections appear
at the 1/5 positions as thes00ld reflections with oddl are
forbidden due the systematic absence. However, in the pre-
vious studies,19,24 the modulation vector was reported asq
=s1/5,1/5,0d by the appearance of 1/5 position superlattice
reflections while theF-centering was not considered. Note
that linear relations ofq,x were reported for bilayered19,27

as well as single-layered25,26 manganites. However, in the
structural model in Fig. 3sad, m/n=2/3, since the total Mn
number 5 is odd, the unit cell is doubled, and thusq should
be s1/10,1/10,0d instead ofs1/5,1/5,0d. Similarly, in the
case ofx=0.71, m/n=2/5, there are seven Mn rowsssee
Table Id; if this phase exists, possibleF-centered structures
can also be constructed for itssee the Appendixd, which con-
tain 14 Mn rows in the supercell withq=s1/14,1/14,0d
although the superlattice reflections appear at the 1/7 posi-
tions. The situation is the same forx=0.78 with nine Mn
rows. It seems that at different doping levels, as the super-
lattice reflection position 1/r is related tosm+nd, 1 /r ,x
keeps a linear relationship; whileq is related to the supercell
dimension soq,x does not have such a linear relationship.
When the composition deviates slightly away fromx=0.6,
the modulation may change its character to incommensurate
as experimentally observed.19,24 Such a change can result
from the modification of the basic structure studied here. In
fact, in the previous TEM studies by Wanget al.10 in

La0.33Ca0.67MnO3, possibly due to the chemical composition
of the local studying areas deviated away from the ideal
compositionx=2/3, themodulated structure they observed
was incommensurate withq=s0.284,0,jdsuju=0.010d rather
than the commensurate Wigner-crystal structure withq
=s1/3,0,0,d, which implies that it is indeed an incommen-
surately modified Wigner-crystal structure. Further studies
are needed for the incommensurate structures withx values
located between the listed ones in Table I. Because model II
only has theC-centering, theshkld reflection condition is that
h+k is even, so extra reflection rows appear in the simulated
patterns alongf001g and f201g zone axes in Fig. 3scd. The
models III-V give similar reflection geometry as Fig. 3scd. It
should be pointed out that if one starts with more MnO6 rows
to construct the model instead of the five rows in Fig. 3sad,
infinite models can be obtained but the simulated results do
not fit the experimental data. The unit cell in Fig. 3sad indeed
contains ten rows of MnO6. If one starts with ten rows of
MnO6, besides the bi-stripe model in Fig. 3sad, tri- and quad-
stripe models can be obtained, however, their simulated ED
patterns exhibit superlattice reflections at the 1/10 positions.

An overview experimental HREM image of the CO struc-
ture observed at 125 K is shown in Fig. 4sad. Periodical dark
fringes, with a spacing of 1.3 nm, are observed, as marked
with some arrowheads on the left side of the image. The
inserted Fourier transformation pattern exhibits extra spots at
the 1/5 positions of the fundamental spots, as shown by
arrowheads. Figure 4sbd is a magnified noised-filtered image,
which displays the structural modulation from the variation
of image spot intensities. A simulated image by the
F-centered structure model in Fig 3sad is inserted in Fig. 4sbd
for a comparison.

From the HREM images recorded at different areas and at
different defocus values, two typical image features are re-
vealed, as shown on the left-half sides of Figs. 5sad and 5sbd,
respectively. In Fig. 5sad, the image intensity along the ver-
tical direction profiles a feature with three strong and two
weak linesswe denote this feature as3/2 /3/2; the bold font
stands for the strong lined, while in Fig. 5sbd, four strong and
one weak lines4/1 /4/1d. For thicker samples, due to the
invalidity of the weak-phase object approximation, quantita-
tive image simulation based on the dynamic diffraction-
theory is essential in interpreting the experimental HREM
images.28 The image simulation shows that these image fea-
tures can be explained using theF-centered structural model
in Fig. 3sad. As shown in Fig. 5scd, although the image ap-
pears differently at differentt andDf, the both3/2 /3/2 and
4/1 /4/1 features are seen in the simulations. Two simulated
images at t=4 nm but two different defocus values are
shown at the right-half sides of Figs. 5sad and 5sbd, respec-
tively, for comparison. A quantitative comparison of the in-
tensity profiles shows good matches between the experimen-
tal and simulated images. None of the models II-V in Fig.
3sad gives satisfied simulated images with these image fea-
tures over a wide range of imaging conditions, even when
the beam or specimen tilts are considered.29

Further, we discuss the CO structure at the doping level of
x=0.67. The experimental data have been reported previ-
ously that were acquired by the same type of microscope
H-9000 as we used here.19 In the case ofx=0.67, the ratio of
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m/n is 2/4 ssee Table Id. There are only two possible models
as shown in Figs. 6sad and 6sbd, which are named as the
Wigner-crystal or the bi-stripe models, respectively. Both of
them have theB-centering symmetry, as decorated with the
gray disks, by the selection of the layer B planar cells shift-
ing along thef110gt as already demonstrated in Fig. 3. The
possible space groups given by the modeling programs is
Bbcm sNo. 64d for Fig. 6sad, and B2mm sNo. 38d for Fig.
6sbd. Building blocks ofs1/2db of the x=0.6 phase in Fig.
3sad are found in the Wigner-crystal model in Fig. 6sad, while
building blocks of thex=0.5 phase in the bi-stripe model in
Fig. 6sbd. Simulated electron diffraction patterns of both
models exhibit 1 /6 position superlattice reflections as
reported,19 as shown in Figs. 6scd and 6sdd, respectively.
Therefore, we use the HREM image feature to discriminate
between them.

The HREM image taken by Liet al.19 displays clearly a
feature with three strong and three weak liness3/3d, as
shown on the left-half side of Fig. 7sad safter noise elimina-
tiond. The band spacing is about 1.6 nm. Image simulations
of the two models in Figs. 6sad and 6sbd show different im-
age features. The Wigner-crystal model in Fig. 6sad gives

FIG. 4. sad HREM image of the CO phase ofx=0.6 taken at 125
K, with a Fourier transformation pattern inserted;sbd noise filtered
image, with a simulated imagest=4 nm, Df =−190 nmd inserted
according to the face-centered structure in Fig. 3sad.

FIG. 5. sad, sbd Two typical HREM images from the sample with
x=0.6 shown on the left-half side, and simulated images by the
F-centered model in Fig. 3sad shown on the right-half sidefboth t
=4 nm, but Df =−190 nm for sad and Df =−150 nm for sbdg; scd
imaging simulation over wide imaging conditionssimages are
shown in 2a31bd.

FIG. 6. sColor onlined Two possible CO models forx=0.67:sad
the Wigner-crystal modelsthe space group isBbcmd, and sbd the
bi-stripe modelsthe space group isB2mmd. Simulated ED patterns
from them are shown below the models inscd andsdd, respectively
sboth t=4 nmd.
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image features typically the alternative appearance of one
strong and two weak liness1/2 /1/2d or two strong and one
weak liness2/1 /2/1d, i.e. no image stripes wider than two
lines can be obtained by this model, as shown in Fig. 7sbd.
As a result, an image band only contains three rows with
spacing of about 0.8 nm. This is expected, since the Mn3+O6

and Mn4+O6 rows are evenly distributed in the Wigner-
crystal model in Fig. 6sad. However, intense wider image
stripes can be obtained from the bi-stripe model, with image
features of3/3, 4/2 or 5/1, as shown in Fig. 7scd. In this
case, an image band contains six rows, with spacing of about

1.6 nm that is consistent with the observed HREM image. A
simulated image is shown on the right-half side on Fig. 7sad.
Such a 3/3 image feature cannot be obtained from the
Wigner-crystal structural model over a wide range of imag-
ing conditions including the specimen or beam tilts.29 It is
noted that the HREM image from La2−2xCa1+2xMn2O7
sample also exhibits the3/3 and4/2 features from this type
of CO structures1/6 position superlattice reflectionsd,27 im-
plying that the bi-stripe model in Fig. 6sbd may also apply
for the La2−2xCa1+2xMn2O7 system. However in the
La2−2xCa1+2xMn2O7 system, the fact that the 1/6 position
superlattice reflection structure was formed even at thex
=0.6 doping level27 suggests that this 1/6 position super-
structure may be more stable than the 1/5 position super-
structure in Fig. 3.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have extended our understanding of the
charge-ordered structure in the bilayered manganite
La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7 from x=0.5 to higher doping levels and
have recognized two new basic charge-ordered superstruc-
tures based on the electron microscopic studies, at the doping
level of x=0.6 andx=0.67, respectively. The charge-ordered
phase at x=0.6 has a face-centered structure, withq
=s1/10,1/10,0d, and the charge-ordered phase atx=0.67
has q=s1/6,1/6,0d. In both cases, bi-stripe models have
been suggested.
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APPENDIX: POSSIBLE CHARGE-ORDERED
STRUCTURES AT OTHER DOPING LEVELS

Table I lists seven possible CO structure parameters from
x=0.5 to 0.8. Thex=0.5, 0.6 and 0.67 CO structures have

FIG. 7. The noise filtered image from the HREM imagesx
=0.67d taken by Liet al. sRef. 19d is shown on the left-half side of
sad, compared with the simulated image by the bi-stripe model in
Fig. 6sbd at the right-half sidest=2 nm,Df =−130 nmd. Image
simulation over wide imaging conditions according to the Wigner-
crystal model and the bi-stripe models are shown insbd and scd,
respectivelysimages are shown in 2a32bd.

FIG. 8. sColor onlined Two possibleF-centered CO structures
for x=0.71: sad Wigner-crystal model;sbd bi-stripe model.

FIG. 9. sColor onlined Three possible CO structures forx
=0.75: sad and sbd Wigner-crystal models;sbd the bi-stripe model.
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been studied in this paper. Here we give two more examples
at x=0.71 and 0.75, although so far no experimental data are
available to confirm their existence or their particular model.

When x=0.71, m/n=2/5 ssee Table Id. If one uses two
rows of Mn3+O6 and five rows of Mn4+O6 to construct the
unit cell, there are only two possibilities, as shown in Figs.
8sad and 8sbd, respectively. In Fig. 8sad, the single Mn3+O6
stripes are separated by two or three rows of Mn4+O6, so it is
a Wigner-crystal model, while in Fig. 8sbd, bi-stripes of
Mn3+O6 are isolated by four rows of Mn4+O6, so it is a
bi-stripe model. Similar to the case ofx=0.6 in Fig. 3, the
unit cell is doubled, therefore, both of them areF-centered. If

one starts with four rows of Mn3+O6 and ten rows of
Mn4+O6, many other assemblies can be obtained, but they
are notF-centered.

At x=0.75, m/n=2/6 ssee Table Id. They are three pos-
sible assemblies, as shown in Figs. 9sad–9scd, respectively. In
Figs. 9sad and 9sbd, single Mn3+O6 stripes are separated by a
different number Mn4+O6 rows, so both of them can be
named a the Wigner-crystal model. Figure 9scd is a bi-stripe
model by the presence of bi-stripe Mn3+O6. All these three
models areB-centered.

Other possible CO structures atx=0.78 and 0.8 can be
deduced in a similar way.
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